The History Of Middle-Earth: The Unofficial Guide To The Languages, People, And Books Of Middle-Earth
Synopsis

J.R.R. Tolkien didn’t just write a book when he came up with the Lord of the Rings series—he created an entire world: Middle-Earth. This unofficial guide to Middle-Earth helps new and old fans alike become familiar with the history of Middle-Earth—including the languages, places, and people. It also contains a complete reference of every book, movie and game that the world is featured in. This guide is unofficial not endorsed by the Tolkien estate. HistoryCaps is an imprint of BookCaps Study Guides. With each book, a brief period of history is recapped. We publish a wide array of topics (from baseball and music to science and philosophy), so check our growing catalogue regularly to see our newest books.
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Customer Reviews

While the information is minimally accurate, the errors of style and form detract from what little content she presents. I wonder if this was written by an enthusiastic 12 year old. That might explain and excuse the writing. I see no excuse, however, for the lack of a proofreader.

I have not actually read this yet, but it is the kind of book that requires attention to detail. Perhaps
you should, then, spell Middle-earth correctly on the cover....

I found the guide to be an excellent companion for reading the trilogy and watching all the movies. There is so much to be remembered.

generally disappointed, no much detail offered

Some decent information but was expecting something much more detailed and in-depth, especially considering the years Tolkien put into creating the universe of Middle-Earth. Wasn’t bad, an okay overview or, for me, a review of things I learned a while ago. One of the dangers, I suppose, of buying electronically books you’ve never even leafed through.

Tolkien has an immortal legacy that lives in all of us. This book is the perfect way to express that legacy. As lush and breathtaking as true works by Tolkien would be, this book delves deeper into Middle-Earth than any Guide I’ve ever read. Buy this, and praise the Tolkien in you.
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